FIVE QUESTIONS FOR GS MANN UK ON HIS
JULY 28 2013 PRESENTATION AT RIVERSIDE
Gurinder S Mann U.K was one of speakers at Riverside Sikh Temple on July 28th 2013.He spoke
on early manuscripts of Dasam Granth and about his Book “ Sri Dasam Granth Answer and
questions” 2011. There was lot of misrepresentation and Misinterpretations in his presentation.
On August 8th 2013 Thru Riverside Sikh temple Board Request was sent to him to comment on
at least following five academic issues as Number Five is sacred. So for till July 9th 2014 “No
reply received”. For all seven early Manuscripts of Dasam Granth as noted on page 26 and 27
of their Book “ Sri Dasam Granth Answer and questions” 2011 by GS Mann UK and
Dr.Kamalroop read my detail opinion on these 7 manuscripts and others Click on my paper read
at Universty of California Riverside. http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/manndasam.pdf
1. Is it Truth or lie that “Anandpuri Bir Contains Hand written Panna, s from Chritro
pakhyan”?. July 28th 2013 GS Mann presented following slide which reads Anandpuri Bir
contains Hand written Pages from Chritro Pakhyan”. It appears that it was done
intentionally to tell the Sangat that Guru Gobind Singh,s hand written Panna,s of
Chritropakhyan exist.
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Both Dr Balbir Singh and Mahan Singh confirm that Hand written panna,s in Ananadpurir Bir
belong to “Composition RUDRA AVTAR In Dasam Granth “ and not chritropakhyan.For
details read Ms # 269Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitya Kendra, Dehra Dun “dsm gRMQ dI Kws hzUrI
qy dsKqI bI kuJ Bwg 1752ib: dw ilKq)” also read Dr.Balbir Singh “ Guru Gobind
Singh and his darbari Kavi” read page 159 click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/BALBIR%20SINGH%20MA%20Phd%20%20Textual%2
0Analysis%20of%20Anadpuri%20Birh.pdf
See below Khas Patra/Panna copy from Anadpuri Bir ( composition Rudra Avtar Parsnath
section)with matching Chhand Numbers and matching Lines (in printed DG it is as Chand 116121 Composition Rudra Avtar Parasnath section on page 683-684 of printed Dasam Granth) as
published in khalsa Samachar 1950 AD also . Below also see same chand and transcription from
Folio 307B and 308A from Patna Dasam Granth (1698AD) Rudra Avtar Parasnath section.
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Read below the details in Current Gurmukhi and English translation and below see folio
307b &308A with same Chand Ank #,s and script from Patna Dasam Granth.
ਸੂਹ ੀ ॥
SUHI
ਪਾਰਸ ਨਾਥ ਬਡੋ ਰਣ ਜੀਤੋ ॥ ਜਾਨੁ ਕ ਭਈ ਦੂਸ ਰ ਕਰਣਾਰਜੁਨ ਭਾਰਥ ਸੋ ਹੁਇ ਬੀਤੋ 7320॥
Parasnath won the war and he appeared like Karan or Arjun; // 7320
ਬਹੁ ਿਬਿਧ ਚਲੇ ਪ�ਵਾਿਹ ਸ�ੋਣ ਕੇ ਰਥ ਗਜ ਅਸਵ ਬਹਾਏ ॥ ਭੈ ਕਰ ਜਾਨ ਭਯੋ ਬਡ ਆਹਵ ਸਾਤ ਸਮੁੰ ਦ� ਲਜਾਏ

//7321 ॥--------------------

His own country in fetters,
ਨਾਰ ਸੰ ਜੁਤ ਬੈਠ ਿਬਧਵਤ ਕੀਨ ਜੱ ਗ ਅਰੰ ਭ ॥ ਬੋਲ ਬੋਲ ਕਰੋਰ ਿਰਤਜ ਔਰ ਿਬੱ ਪ ਅਸੰ ਭ ॥ 7332॥
And began to perform Yajna with his wife; he also invited crores of Brahmins.7332//
Folio 307B and 308A from Patna Dasam Granth (1698AD) same chand ank and
transcription.
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Read below Sodhak Committee,s opinion (1895-1896AD) on Anandpuri Birh Text and History of
Ananadpuri Birh a. Japu Ji Sahib and Akal Ustit is different. Chandi di Var is new.c. In krishan avtar many
chaupees are missing. d.In Charirtars and Hakiats the Tukas and Baints are less. e. Two photo in this
Birh.f.Many new patars(pages) in this Birh.g. writer Darbari Singh Wada and Chhota.h. 403 folios.History
Goes to Maharaji Ranjit Singh Kingdom Period Period(1801-1839)

Read my paper “Authenticity of Current version of Dasam Granth” read at UC Riverside
Conference for detail evidence on this Bir and Khas Patras/Pannas from various Dasam Granth
Birs and their source. Click on http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Newjsmann.pdf
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2. What is Truth based on evidence about Composition “Chritropakhyan In Dasam
Granth” where it was completed/ written at Bhabor Sahib Or Ananadpur or Paonta sahib?
July 28th 2013 GS Mann presented following slide.

But in his own book “ Sri Dasam Granth Answer and questions” 2011 which was sold.GS mann
the same author writes on page 79 Charitropakhyan as Folklore/myth style composition
written at Anandpur sahib. Read the chart on page 79 of his book below.
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Same question was put on July 27th 2013 Sanjose conference in Q&A session. Two speakers
clarified in answer and question session that it was only Chaupai sahib JI was written at “
Bhabaur sahib” but rest of the Composition of Chtritropakhyan was written at Paonta sahib. GS
Mann UK need to reply what is Truth based on evidence on the above issue?
3. What is Truth or lie about “ Bhai Mani Singh Bir” at new Delhi. Is it written by Bhai
Mani Singh?. On July 28th 2013 GS Mann at Riverside presented it as an early manuscript
written by Bhai Mani Singh. Read my paper “Authenticity of Current version of Dasam
Granth” for detail evidence on this Bir. Click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Newjsmann.pdf

July 28th 2013 GS Mann presented following slide showing it an early manuscript
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4. GS Mann on July 28th 2013 promoted Desa Singh Rehtanama in his lecture.
Is it truth or lie? Will a khalsa Sikh believe in Desa Singh Rehatnama in the text of
which chhand #31 and # 45 recommend opium, Bhang and alcoholic use as a part of Sikh
code of conduct for the Khalsa? See discussion below:
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July 28th 2013 GS Mann presented following slide promoting Desa Singh Rehatnama.

This Rehatnama is often quoted in Favor of Sri Dasam Granth. Read Piara Singh Padam which
says that Desa Singh Rehatnama was written at end of 18th century. Also read Padam Ji note
that internal inconsistencies exist against Sikh code of Conduct in Desa Singh Rehatnama.
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The internal evidence of Rehatnama itself shows that it was written in the end of 18th century as
the Chaand number, 126 (in the autobiography) indicates and Desa Singh confesses that he first
lived in Morali Bunga in Amritsar where at one time Jassa Singh Kalal lived. Please note Jassa
Singh Kalal (Ahluwalia) died in 1783 AD. Chaand number 32 in introduction and 31 in text of
this Rehatnama also states “Sikhs can take opium and Bhang per Sikh code of conduct”. And in
Chaand 45 this Rehat Nama also includes the use of alcoholic drinks by the Sikhs per code of
conduct ( Anti Gurmat internal evidence) makes this Rehatnama spurious and doubtful
Desa Singh reports also in the autobiography in this Rehatnama that from Amritsar he goes to
Patna Sahib where he sees in his dream Guru Gobind Singh Ji who tells him about the various
compositions of Dasam Granth. If one believes that Dasam Granth was compiled by Bhai Mani
Singh in early 1700,s then and early manuscripts exist then why Desa Singh has to see it in a
dream in late 18th century?. Per Padam Ji this Rehatnama was written in the end of 18th
century. Please also note Mahants at Harmandir Patna Sahib received 20 Seers of Opium
annually. This assertion is recorded in the book, “Sikhs of Bihar” published by Dr Ved Parkash
at page 127 quotation 34 -see below). Therefore needs explanation by GS Mann, Is it truth or
lie will a Khalsa Sikh believe in Desa Singh Rehatnama in the text of which chhand #31 and #
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45 recommend opium, Bhang and alcoholic use as a part of Sikh code of conduct for the
Khalsa? .

Please read Prof. Piara Singh Padam who is always quoted by this group in support of their
contention on your own web patshahi 10 article on “Dasam Granth authenticity” in Gurumukhi click

on http://www.patshahi10.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=210:2008-12-12-1343-52&catid=35:punjabi-&Itemid=64

“ਇਨ�� ਗ�ੰ ਥ� ਦਾ ਅਖੰ ਡ ਪਾਠ ਜ� ਿਨਤਨ�ਮ ਕਰਨ ਲਈ ਨਹ� ਆਿਖਆ ਿਗਆ, ਜੋ ਇਨ�� ਰਚਨਾਵ� ਿਵਚ ਗੁਰਮਿਤ
ਅਨੁਸਾਰੀ ਿਸਿਖਆ ਦੇ ਛੰ ਦ ਸਨ, ਉਹ ਿਤੰ ਨ ਸਦੀਆਂ ਤ� ਪੁਰਾਤਨ ਿਸੰ ਘ ਚੁਣ ਚੁਣ ਕੇ ਪੜ�ਦੇ ਆ ਰਹੇ ਹਨ ਤੇ ਉਸੇ

ਪਰੰ ਪਰਾ ਦੇ ਆਧਾਰ ਤੇ ਅੱ ਜ ਤ� ਪੰ ਜਾਹ ਸੱ ਠ ਵਰ�ੇ ਪਿਹਲ� ਨਵ� ਧਾਰਮਕ ਿਵਦਵਾਨ� ਇਨ�� ਨੂੰ ਿਨਤਨ�ਮ ਦਾ ਅੰ ਗ ਬਣਾ
ਕੇ ‘ਿਸੱ ਖ ਰਿਹਤ ਮਰਯਾਦਾ’ ਿਵਚ ਅੰ ਿਕਤ ਕੀਤਾ ਹੈ/”

5. Is It Truth or lie That dating of Ms 783 “Chritrovakhyan” at PU Chandigarh is
1721 AD?
In Book By GS Mann “ Sri Dasam Granth Answer and questions “page 9 one image of Chritro
Pakhyan Pothi dated 1721 AD (see below). But Evidence shows this pothi is dated 1723AD (
samat 1780). Read ABOUT ACADEMIC ISSUES OF THIS POTHI TEXT
CHRITROVAKHYYAN MS # 783 PUNJAB UNIV CHANDIGARH. 1723 AD ( 1780
SAMAT). Read my paper “Authenticity of Current version of Dasam Granth” for detail evidence
on this Bir. Click on http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Newjsmann.pdf
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See below the folio from Ms 783 of “Chritro vakhyan”. Introduced in sikh studies by Dr.
Jeevan Deol by his article on Dasam Granth in ’ Sikh religion, Culture and Ethnicity, Curzon
Press 2001, Edited by Drs Schackle, Gurharpal and Mandair.
Contains 404 stories/kathas Titles of katha/story written in RED, usally starts with “AB
katha then title of story”. Many titles differ from standard version. Ending wording as
found in Colebrook granth/standard versin which reads “ It chit sri charitropakhyan tri
charitar mantra Bhoop sambadey chariter number-------- Samaptam.” Is missing in all
stories. If the ending caption of all charitars was missing in 1723 AD, then who compiled
Charirtropakhyan in Dasam Granth after 1723AD?
Earlier part of manuscript is also missing. Total Chhand Count AFZU is 8450 (whereas
colebrooke has 7556 and standard version has 7555). Last charitar #404 has only 402 chhands, ,
i.e, three extra chhands and date of 1996 is written with different ink and different hand.
Folio 842 Reads “it charitrbakhyan Sri Mukhvalk miti vaisakho 6 samat 1780 Tarik per jabsan 5
maham Das Patsah key, Puran hoa.Laykhak chhona Singh Bhai Sangat singh tarkas ki pothi to
likh Lai (Jeevan Deol misrepresents and reads” Panjab University Chandigarh, Ms 783 is a small
–sized volume of charitropakhyan, that its colopan describes as “TARKAS KI POTHI” (presu
meably volume to be carried in Quiver)………) Page 43’ Sikh religion, Culture and Ethnicity.
Curzon Press 2001. Edited by Drs Schackle, Gurharpal and Mandair.
Jeevan Deol hides the internal evidence of this manuscript and Patna manuscript which he did
see as reported by him.
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Above same page digital Photo from manuscript as noted in page 9 of Book
12

Read Below the date from the manuscript written as Samat 1780 which equals to (1723
AD )

Above folio 842 reads” it charitrbakhyan Sri Mukhvalk miti vaisakho 6 samat 1780
Tarik per jabsan 5 maham Das Patsah key Puran hoa.LAykhak chhona Singh Bhai Sangat singh
tarkas ki pothi to likh Lai (Jeevan Deol misrepresents and reads” Panjab University, Chandigarh
Ms 783 is a small –sized volume of charitropakhyan that its colopan describes as “TARKAS KI
POTHI”(presu meably volume to be carried in Quiver)………) page 43’ Sikh religion, Culture
and Ethnicity. Curzon Press 2001. Edited by Drs Schackle,Gurharpal and Mandair.
The lines as noted in Cole Brook Granth/ standard version about the dating of Chritropakhyan as
noted in the end.

“ s;bt s'tRh shs BiN'j{ . ArW shs Puin tIin kih'j{ . BawRv suwI ASomI riv vara . tIr stu'wRv gR;T suWara”
Below one can see the end of stories 61-70. Titles of katha/story written in RED usally starts
with “AB katha then title of story”. Ending wording as found in all manuscripts which
reads “ It chit sri charitropakhyan tri charitar mantra Bhoop sambadey chariter number------- Samaptam.”, which is missing in all stories. If ending caption of all charitar is missing
in the 1723 AD Version of Dasam Granths, then who inserted the end words Charirtropakhyan in
Dasam Granths written after 1723AD?
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With above evidence GS Mann must reply. Is It Truth or lie That dating of Ms 783
“Chritrovakhyan” at PU Chandigarh is dated 1721 AD?

Clarifications/Comments: Please note
A.Sri Akal Tact and the Singh Sahibans at Darbar Sahib Amritsar have already rejected the
Chritropakhyan in their letter #36672 August 3rd 1973 issued by Gurbax Singh secretary
Dharam Parchar committee S.G.P.C. with their opinion that “Chritropakhyan is not Dashmesh
Bani. The Pakhyans are in fact copies of old Hindu Mythhas Stories”. Click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/1973%20SGPC%20Letter.pdf

B.Kahan singh Nabha,s entry of Chritropakhyan pages 458 and 459 classifies it part of Indian
literature. In Mahan Kosh he writes that these are stories taken from here and there including
Puratan Hindu books, Persian books such as Bahar Danish,Mughal family stories,Kathha
Parsang of Rajastan,Kisey and kahanian from Punjab,few personal experiences.
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C. Summary of Kapoor Singh paper on Charitropakhyan clearly reads “ it to be part of
literature .It is not Gurbani or Gurvalk. It is part of literature with roots in "Rigved".Noop kaur
story is self-created. Charitars. Truth is that all these three stories 21, 22 and 23 are from "ALF
LAILA" written in 8th century”. For full paper click on
http://www.patshahi10.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=304:2009-07-0610-01-34&catid=35:punjabi-&Itemid=64
D.Bani of Shri. Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) is the prima facie Guru for Sikhs and an absolute
canon for Sikhs to practice. Based upon this doctrine, some Banis of 10th Guru have been
accepted in Sikh Rehat Maryada and sanctified by Guru Panth (1927-1936), These are final and
unquestionable. Among them are Jaap Sahib, 10 Swaeyas (Swarg Sudu Waley 21-30 Akal Ustit),
Chaupai, First pauri of Ardas, Dohra and Sweyas in Rehras (as sanctified in Rehat Maryada).
Other accepted Banis of 10th master are, Akal Ustit (except Chhand 201-230), Khalsa Mehma,
33 Swaeyas, Shabad Hazarey and Zafarnama because their interpretations match with the idea,
concept, and the message of SGGS. “Khalsa Panth” is the only Sikh entity that is collectively
authorized to make/accept any changes based on the doctrine enshrined in SGGS, and
acceptable to Guru Panth as finalized by the 10th Guru before his demise on October,
1708 A.D.
E.I agree with Giani Gian Singh who wrote in his Granth, Panth Parkash (1880AD), that “The
Granth that is now known as that of the 10th Guru was nowhere during the time of the Guru.
Banis remained separated here and there”. Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha (1931 AD ) wrote in Mahan
Kosh that “Ignorant and Manmauji has written many Birs of Dasam Granth who have made them
meaningless. He lamented that no Guru’s Premi tried to do any corrective remedy so far”. Dr.
Balbir Singh (1967 AD) also concluded that, “ Still detailed inquiries and researches need to be
done on Dasam Granth enlightening all aspects, and great efforts must be made to do so.”
Therefore request is made to GS Mann group that still detail Inquiry and research needs to be
done on Dasam Granth enlightening all aspects and great efforts must be made on academic level
based on Gurmat based inquiry into history and Text of Dasam Granth. You tube propaganda
will not solve dasam Granth academic Issues. I am in complete agreement with the Gurmata #1
passed from Sri Akal Takhat on June 6th 2008 during the celebrations of Tercentenary (300th
Gurta Gaddi Diwas) of Sri Guru Granth Sahib’s coronation. The Gurmata asserts that it is a
golden opportunity for the entire Sikh Panth to submit in faith to the ideal of oneness of "Guru
Granth-Guru Panth." In obedience of Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s last command: “Accept Granth
As Guru.This is my order for the Panth.” The Sikh Panth has always stood by it and has been
consistently blessed with the guidance of "living Light, eternal Guru" for the solutions of any and
every national crisis. The current controversy about the Dasam Granth is totally uncalled
for. No one has any right to create controversy about the specific writings contained in
Dasam Granth that have been recognized and accepted by the Sikh Panth for Sikh Code of
Conduct, prescribed recitation in daily prayer and Sikh baptismal ( Khandey De Pahul).
Be it known to the entire Sikh Panth that Sri Dasam Granth is an integral part of Sikh
literature and history but, Guru Gobind Singh Ji did not recognize it equal to Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji. Since, he bestowed Guruship only upon Sri Guru Granth Sahib,
therefore, no other Granth can be installed along with Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
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F.Recently Dr.Robin Rinehart (2011 ) 1raises the right question that Bansalinama (1769) by
Chibar, Samundra Sagar, Avatar lila, and Mahima Parkash 1776AD (Bidia Sagar) are not clear
about the work that later became known as the Dasam Granth and both authors do not prove or
disprove anything in particular about the anthology that came to be known as the Dasam
Granth?. Dr.JS Grewal (2011) 2 comments on Gurinder Mann U.C.S.B. “Sources for study of
Guru Gobind Singh’s life and times “and points out “Mann’s account misses one crucial stage in
history of Dasam Granth: Incorporation of Genuine works of Guru Gobind Singh in the
Compilation of Dasam Granth” When it happened?. AC Banerjee (1985) 3 writes “He ( Guru
Gobind singh) gave no recognition of different deities and incarnations. This was forgotten and
popular fancy pictured him as a worship of Debi or mother goddess. The legend appeared for the
first time in Mehma Prakash (Vartak) written in return 1741AD and its full form in Bhai Sukha
Singh’s Gurblas, which was completed in 1797AD.” Sikhism is an integrated religion with unity
of Sikh thought between the first and tenth Guru. Only venerable Granth for the Sikhs is Guru
Granth Sahib. Sikh Nation has only One Granth (Sri Guru Granth sahib Ji),One Panth and One
Guru Panth approved Rehat Maryada.

G.For my detail opinion Click on my paper which was read at Universty of California
Riverside May 2013. http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/manndasam.pdf
After review of dated and undated manuscripts of Dasam Granth as noted in my above paper. In
my opinion so called three 17th century and many 18th century manuscripts with internal
dating of 1687,1688,1695,1696 and 1698 and Zafarnama(1706AD) has many Historical and
Textual problems as noted in my above paper.. Therefore they are questionable on academic
basis and need more investigation about their Authenticity. HISTORY AND TEXT of so called
earlier DG Manuscripts shows that based on evidence "Granths with title as Sri Dasam Granth/or
Dasam Patshahi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji " was standardised and first appeared IN 1783 AD.
During life time of Guru Gobind Singh Ji no evidence supports that he sanctified any such
writings/ Granths. Bhai Mani Singh Ji wrote Damdama version of Guru Granth Sahib Ji in 1706
AD with final standardization under guidance of Guru Gobind singh Ji which was sanctified in
1708AD as the only Guru for the Sikhs onwards.
In my opinion based on history and textual evidence anthology that became known as the
Dasami patshahi da Granth appeared first time in 1783AD when genuine works of Guru Gobind
Singh got compiled with other compositions in Dasam granth with fixed arrangement of
compositions and its contents. Later on sodhak committee in 1897AD fixed the final current
standard version which was first published in 1900AD but now available only is 444
nanakshi/1913AD printed located now at Sikh reference library Amritsar which was used by
Dr. Astha. British interest in the Dasam Granth and their efforts to promote it have not
come under the focus of scholars so far. It needs serious investigation which in turn may
yield significant data to understand the formation of standard/current Text version of
Dasam Granth

1

Dr.Robin Rinehart “Debating the Dasam Granth”, 2011 published by oxford press,New Delhi
Dr.JS Grewal “ RECENT DEBATES IN SIKH STUDIES (2011).PUBLISHED By Manohar New Dehi
3
AC Banerjee AC “The Khalsa Raj” published by Abhinav publications in 1985.page 51.
2
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H.More research is needed on many issues of Dasam Granth. The critical text of Dasam Granth
has not yet been fixed and critical edition/deletions can be made by a committee by consulting all
the available texts of Dasam Granth now available. There are many issues which are wide open
for debate within the Panth. Sri Akal Takht Sahib and S.G.P.C. are the competent authorities to
take the decision on the Sikh Affairs in the larger interest of the Panth. On the issue of Dasam
Granth they have already done so by issuing a Gurmata to the Sikh Sangat world over on June
6th, 2008 which is posted on the SGPC web also.Avtar Singh Makkar, President SGPC, has
already made a statement on Feb 14, 2010 ( see Ajit Newspaper, Feb 15, 2010). that SGPC will
constitute a High level committee to settle Dasam Granth issue. Jathedar Gurbachan Singh has
made a similar statement on March 26th (see Ajit Newspaper, March 27, 2010) and has
requested all concerned to send their opinion based on evidence to Sri Akal Takhat Sahib.
Therefore, a request is made to organizers of July 27th Sanjose and July 28th riverside seminar
to put all the detailed Text of the papers on web and also submit them to Sri Akal Takhat and
SGPC Dharam Parchar committee for their perusal and consideration. A full text of my opinions
on currently printed Dasam Granth as presented in May 2013 UC riverside Sikh conference can
be found on http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Newjsmann.pdf
Sincerely Yours
Jasbir Singh Mann
CC; President and Board members Sikh temple Riverside
Attachment;
1. June 6th, 2008 Gurmata which is also posted on the SGPC web
http://sgpc.net/akaltakhat_hukum/hukumnamas.asp
2. July 22nd 2013 Jathedar Takhat Sri Damdama Sahib on status of Dasam Granth in Sikh Panth.
3. PDF FILE "Request to Riverside Sikh Temple Board for Investigation of 28th July 2013 Truth or Lie".
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